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In this paper a theoretical study on transmission phenomena of horizontally polarized shear waves
propagating through a subwavelength solid probe surrounded by ridges is presented. In this context,
the resonant components responsible for enhanced transmission and elastic beaming are identified
as Fabry–Perot resonances inside the probe, and ridge induced Love waves. Apart from the
fundamental interest, it is envisaged that the ability to enhance elastic vibrations through
subwavelength channels and to focus the emerged field, will give rise to improved ultrasonic devices
for sensing and testing applications. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3447929�

The enhanced transmission of airborne sound through
subwavelength apertures has attracted considerable interest
both for isolated apertures1–3 such as one-dimensional4 and
two-dimensional arrays.2,5,6 Transmission resonances
through single slits or holes are governed by the plate thick-
ness into which those apertures are milled and associated to
the excitation of Fabry–Perot modes. Similar to surface plas-
mon polaritons responsible for enhanced transmission of
light through perforated metallic films,7,8 acoustic surface
waves play an important role when sound is funneled
through narrow arrays of holes or slits. In this paper, we
show how both enhanced transmission and beaming phe-
nomena previously reported for electromagnetic waves im-
pinging at single apertures surrounded by corrugations,9–11

also emerge for elastic waves. A theoretical prediction is pre-
sented for the first time where elastic waves are transmitted
through a narrow subwavelength channel by means of sur-
face modes that are similar to Love waves.12 Those Love
waves that are supported by narrow surface ridges are not
only giving rise to the enhanced transmission of elastic vi-
brations but also evoke the formation of a collimated beam.
Since the late 1970s it was known that corrugated surfaces
can support the existence of surface elastic waves.13–16 In
particular, shear horizontal �SH� polarized modes which do
exist on substrates or metal samples when ridges are milled,
grown or adsorbed onto them are widely used in connection
with viscosity, gas, and �bio�chemical sensing such as non-
destructive testing.17–19

The wave motion of a nonpiezoelectric, isotropic elastic
material is governed by the general lossless equation of mo-
tion:
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with solid material mass density �, the stress �ij, and strain
�ij tensors, comprising Cartesian components i , j=x ,y ,z,
given as follows:
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�, �, and ui are the modulus of incompressibility �first Lame
coefficient�, modulus of rigidity �second Lame coefficient�,
and the ith component of the displacement u, respectively.
This given, one obtains the complete elastic wave equation
comprising longitudinal �compressional� and transversal
�shear� motion which for the sake of simplicity is given in
vector notation

�
�2u

�t2 = �� + 2�� � �� · u� − � � � � � u . �3�

In the following, two solid half-spaces are separated by a
fluid layer while being interconnected by a probe as seen in
the inset of Fig. 1. If a SH elastic wave is incident �along
positive z-axis� on the stress free surface patterned by sub-
wavelength ridges surrounding a narrow probe, we apply the
curl ���u� on the displacement vector in Eq. �3� and all
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Influence on the normalized to area transmittance
spectra at normal incidence radiation, dependent on the ridge height hr with
a=0.08	, h=0.7	, and N=5. As the inset depicts, all ridges of same geom-
etries are symmetrically placed around the probe.
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longitudinal terms vanish, which yields a wave equation

�2ut

�t2 =
�

�
�2ut, �4�

with phase velocity ct=�� /� and transverse displacement
vector ut= �0,uy ,0�. The ridges are of width a and height hr,
and are separated by 	 whereas the probe has width a and
length h. The aim is efficiently to funnel shear polarized
waves between two elastic half-spaces through a narrow sub-
wavelength probe �aperture�, �
	�a. It is known that SH
waves can satisfy shear-stress-free boundary conditions at all
free interfaces: �xy =���uy /�x�=0 at the ridge and probe
faces such as �zy =���uy /�z�=0 at the ridge ends and the
facing half-spaces. The incident SH displacement uy reads

	uy
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 = 	kx
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eikz
0z + �
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R�	kx
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with reflection coefficients R�, plane waves �x 	kx
�


=eikx
�x /�	, kx

�=kx
0+ �2� /	�� containing discrete diffraction

order � in the range �=− , . .0 . . , with �2� /	��
representing the reciprocal lattice vector in the primitive
cell of constant 	. The ridges and the probe can be
described in terms of their cavity modes: �x 	� ,m

=��2−�0m /a� cos qx

m�x−x�+ �a /2�� if 	x−x�	� �a /2� other-
wise zero, where x�=�	 is the phase depicting the discrete
ridge ��� locations whereas the mth ridge/probe waveguide
mode is in the range �m=0,1 ,2 . . ,� with qx

m=m� /a. The
entire eigenvalue expression reads
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with qz
m=k0�n2− �m� /2a�2. When the wave emerges the

probe, the fields are expanded out in linear diffracted Bloch
waves with T� being the transmission coefficient
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Within the modal expansion technique, continuity along all
interfaces is preserved for uy and �zy whereupon Eqs. �5�–�7�
can be assembled into a linear system:

�G�� − ���� + �
����

G������ − ��0GV�0� = I�
0,

�G�� − ����� + �
����

G������
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This system gathers the entire elastic wave problem under
one umbrella in which the modal stress components �� , ���
and all other expansion coefficients can be solved. As of a
subwavelength probe and ridges, we assumed that only the
fundamental cavity mode is excited, which, e.g., simplifies
the function coupling ridges � with �� over diffracted SH
waves by means of a Green’s function containing H0

�1�, the
zero-order Hankel function of the first kind

G��� =
i�

�
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x��−a/2
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H0
�1��k0	x − x�	�dxdx�. �9�

Note also how this function has been reformulated into a
continuous diffraction problem. All other functions in Eq. �8�
are similar to the ones given in Ref. 2. In Fig. 1 we study the
influence of the ridge height hr on the transmittance normal-
ized to the probe width, Tprobe=1 /a Im�����0GV�����

��, at
normal incidence. Transmittance through the probe in the
absence of ridges hr=0 is dominated by two peaks that are
only affected weakly when the ridge height is more pro-
nounced �upto hr=0.2	�. These are the two first Fabry–Perot
resonances �l=2h / l of order l which stem from SH standing
waves inside the probe. However, with the introduction of
ridges, we are able to excite leaky Love waves that are giv-
ing rise to the enhanced transmission at a wavelength close
to the period ��	 seen in Fig. 1. In order to get insight into
those ridge induced Love modes, we study the divergence of
the reflection coefficient R� from a ridge-grating, which eas-
ily is applied from our system if the probe is disregarded and
only the first half-space is considered. Specular reflection
dominates the process if ��	 where higher diffraction order
safely can be neglected, hence

R0 =

1 + i
k0

kz

a

	
tan k0hr

1 − i
k0

kz

a

	
tan k0hr

, �10�

that for evanescent ridge-states is determining the following
dispersion relation:

kx = k0�1 +
a2

	2 tan2 k0hr. �11�

Similar to the plasma frequency of a free electron gas in
metals, Eq. �11� approaches �Love=�c /2hr for infinite paral-
lel momentum. It can conclusively be seen that resonant
transmission of sound in periodic structures is aided by the
excitation of localized Fabry–Perot modes and ridge surface
resonances. Moreover, in a more generalized context we can
write the requirement for a Fabry–Perot mode as sin nk0h
=0 where n=�r /�r is the index of refraction of the probe
relative to the surrounding. Instead of tuning the structures
geometrical parameter in order to exhibit maximum trans-
mission resonances, we are shifting the location of the
Fabry–Perot modes by a probe material �characterized by n�
different from the surrounding half-spaces, �l=n�2h / l�, ide-
ally into the spectral location of the ridge induced Love
modes. Concerning this matter, Fig. 2 is illustrating how this
leads to a strong coupling of those modes giving rise to
increased transmission enhancement, relative to the probe
width. Bearing in mind that the wavelength scales with the
SH velocity ct inside the probe, hence an increasing index of
refraction leads to multiple resonances as of the reduced
wavelength inside the probe.

The structural parameters chosen do not only lead to
enhanced transmission of SH waves through the subwave-
length probe but yield the formation of a collimated displace-
ment 	u	 beam in the farfield. When vibrations are emerging
the probe, ridge Love modes are also excited at that interface
which by means of constructive interference is giving rise to
an elongated focus in the farfield. Figure 3 is illustrating this
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for a system �see caption� containing different probes regard-
ing the index of refraction n. Even though transmission
greatly is enhanced with increased n due to the coupling of a
Fabry–Perot resonance with ridge Love modes, the time av-
eraged displacement distribution 	u	 is only slightly raised
�Fig. 3�b�� compared to the case of n=1 inside the probe
�Fig. 3�a��.

To control the flow of vibrational wave motion on a
subwavelength scale, seems to unify the classical picture on

the extraordinary transmission of waves through small aper-
tures for light, sound, matter, and elastic waves.20 Those SH
waves described here are different from longitudinal airborne
sound, however would not add additional rigour in an experi-
mental implementation. All geometries are normalized to the
lattice constant 	, which means that the structure determin-
ing the resonant frequencies can be scaled at will. The ability
to concentrate horizontally polarized shear waves on a scale
smaller than the wavelength and efficiently to squeeze them
through a narrow channel followed by an elongated focus,
opens up exciting possibilities to improve ultrasonic scan-
ning for detecting small and deep hidden defects in materials
caused by fatigue.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Influence of the probe index of refraction n on the
normalized to area transmittance spectra at normal incidence, for a structure
with a=0.08	, h=0.7	, hr=0.2	, and N=5.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Farfield �z
0� map of the displacement field 	u	 for
a configuration with the geometries: a=0.08	, h=0.7	, hr=0.2	, and
N=10. �a� Farfield plot for n=1 at ��1.1	. �b� Farfield plot for n=5 at
��1.15	.
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